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Best Global AC Voltage 
Stabiliser Manufacturer 2023

Mains voltage control specialist, Sinalda UK offers voltage stabilisation and power conditioning systems. Tried, 
tested, and proven in countries around the world for over 30 years, the company’s products are deployed in 
some of the harshest environments on the planet. We take a look at the family-run company in more depth with 
director, Daniel Dover.

In today’s fast-paced environment, 
reliable electrical equipment and 
technology are paramount. Ensuring a 
consistent and stable power supply is 

crucial for seamless operations. That’s where AC 
voltage stabilisers come into play. Designed to 
regulate and maintain a steady voltage level, these 
innovative devices stabilise fluctuations from the 
power grid. By safeguarding sensitive electronic 
equipment and appliances from voltage variations, 
voltage stabilisers protect your workplaces and 
critical infrastructure from potential disruptions, 
data loss, and costly downtime.  

Sinalda UK is one of the world’s leading 
specialists in AC voltage stabilisers and power 
line conditioning. The company works with 
businesses across the globe to provide state-

of-the-art power control solutions. Sinalda is 
renowned on the world stage for its tailored 
approach and its clean, stable, guaranteed 
voltage solutions. The company collaborates with 
major corporations and small businesses in a 
wide selection of industries and market sectors.

Daniel says, “By delivering quality products and 
services, we’ve consistently grown our client base 
year after year. Today we are an approved supplier 
to many well-known major international corporations 
and public organisations. Our emphasis is always 
on building and maintaining strategic and long-
lasting relationships with our customers.”

You’ll find customers of Sinalda in over 120 
countries, supported by its ever-growing base 
of local resale partners and agents. With offices 

and a distribution hub in Bedford, UK, Sinalda 
has accredited manufacturing operations, 
coordinated through Hong Kong, in Taipei, 
Taiwan, and Shenzhen, China. 

We ask Daniel about the company’s unique 
selling point. He explains, “The products offered 
by Sinalda are quality solutions. We give the 
same attention to detail in the delivery of pre-
sales and after-sales support to all our customers. 
Our vast experience and commitment to solving 
power supply problems mean there’s no team like 
Sinalda anywhere else in the world.”

The customer-centric team at Sinalda prides itself 
on its responsive and supportive service.

Daniel tells us, “Our team are all highly skilled 
and extensively trained. Having a complete 
understanding of each client’s requirements 
is essential. It enables us to tailor a solution 
that provides everything they need. Our staff 
are among the most trusted and respected 
professionals in the industry. They’re always 
looking for ways to improve our services and the 
customer experience. Our innovation team seeks 
out and develops new and improved products.”

Recent occurrences such as extreme adverse 
weather conditions, security challenges, and 
the global energy crisis have made power 
shortages and irregularities all the more likely. As 
businesses begin to understand the likelihood of 
these risks, demand for Sinalda’s products and 
services is set to increase.

Daniel says, “The need for our products and 
solutions is becoming clearer and more financially 
justifiable for many. Reliable products, solutions, 
and support during these periods are exactly what’s 
required and precisely what Sinalda provides.” 

Now looking to the bright future ahead, the 
company’s goal is to strive to meet the ever-
increasing demand for its services.
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